
                 

ElektroG take-back concept of InnoLas Laser GmbH for our customers 

(Note on compliance with the legal requirements according to ElektroG § 7a - Germany) 

According to EU Directive 2002/96/EC of the European Parliament and of the EU Council on Waste Electrical and Electronic Equipment 
(WEEE) and the new version of the EU Directive, 2012/19/EU, there is an obligation to collect, treat and dispose of waste electrical and 
electronic equipment in accordance with regulations. According to the Electrical and Electronic Equipment Act (ElektroG) applicable in 
Germany, every manufacturer is obliged to provide a reasonable opportunity to take back waste electrical and electronic equipment from 
users other than private households. 

We, InnoLas Laser GmbH, take responsibility for the systems we sell and recycle them after use. For old systems that have been used 
commercially or in public facilities - so-called B2B devices - we have provided take-back and disposal solutions for our customers. Together 
with our recycling partners, we organize the preparation for reuse, recycling and recovery of old machines. We assume the costs for the 
preparation, recycling and recovery of the machines we produce (with the exception of historical old machines / old electrical appliances). 
In return, our customers bear the costs of transporting the old machines to our plant in Krailling.  

Possibility to return and dispose of our laser systems  
If you wish to properly dispose of a laser system purchased from InnoLas Laser GmbH, you have the option of commissioning a 
forwarding agent of your choice or a suitable parcel service to send it to the following address at your own expense: 
 
InnoLas Laser GmbH  
Justus-von-Liebig-Ring 8  
82152 Krailling  
Germany   
phone: +49 89 899 360 - 1400 
fax: +49 89 899 360 - 1499 
e-mail: info (at) innolas-laser.com 
 
All further steps and costs for professional processing, recycling or recovery of the machines are organized or assumed by InnoLas Laser 
GmbH. There is no obligation on the part of the end user to hand over their old machine to the manufacturer.  

Personal responsibility for the deletion / removal of personal data 

According to § 19a ElektroG we are obliged to provide the following information: We expressly point out that all personal data / 
information on the machines to be disposed of (old electrical appliances) must be deleted / removed by you. 

 Meaning of the symbol for marking electrical equipment 

 

The crossed-out dustbin symbol on electrical appliances indicates that they must be disposed of separately. Old machines (old electrical 
appliances) marked in this way must not be disposed of with household waste.  

InnoLas Laser GmbH is registered under WEEE-Reg-No.: DE 46871023. 
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